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Abstract. Since 1994, the In-service Aircraft for a Global Observing System  (IAGOS) program has produced 18 

in-situ measurements of the atmospheric composition during more than 51000 commercial flights. In order to 19 

help analyzing these observations and understanding the processes driving the observed concentration 20 

distribution and variability, we developed the SOFT-IO tool to quantify source/receptor links for all measured 21 

data. Based on the FLEXPART particle dispersion model (Stohl et al., 2005), SOFT-IO simulates the 22 

contributions of anthropogenic and biomass burning emissions from the ECCAD emission inventory database 23 

for all locations and times corresponding to the measured carbon monoxide mixing ratios along each IAGOS 24 

flight. Contributions are simulated from emissions occurring during the last 20 days before an observation, 25 

separating individual contributions from the different source regions. The main goal is to supply added-value 26 

products to the IAGOS database by evincing the geographical origin and emission sources driving the CO 27 

enhancements observed in the troposphere and lower stratosphere. This requires a good match between observed 28 

and modeled CO enhancements. Indeed, SOFT-IO detects more than 95% of the observed CO anomalies over 29 

most of the regions sampled by IAGOS in the troposphere. In the majority of cases, SOFT-IO simulates CO 30 

pollution plumes with biases lower than 10-15 ppbv. Differences between the model and observations are larger 31 

for very low or very high observed CO values. The added-value products will help in the understanding of the 32 

trace-gas distribution and seasonal variability. They are available in the IAGOS data base via 33 

http://www.iagos.org. The SOFT-IO tool could also be applied to similar data sets of CO observations (e.g. 34 

ground-based measurements, satellite observations). SOFT-IO could also be used for statistical validation as well 35 

as for inter-comparisons of emission inventories using large amounts of data.  36 

1 Introduction 37 

Tropospheric pollution is a global problem caused mainly by natural or human-triggered biomass burning, 38 

and anthropogenic emissions related to fossil fuel extraction and burning. Pollution plumes can be transported 39 
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quickly on a hemispheric scale (within at least 15 days) by large scale winds or, more slowly (Jacob, 1999), 40 

between the two hemispheres (requiring more than 3 months). Global anthropogenic emissions are for some 41 

species (CO2) in constant increase (Boden et al., 2015). However, recent commitments of some countries to 42 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions (e.g. over the U.S., U.S. EPA’s Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions 43 

and Sinks, 1990-2013; http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/ghgemissions/usinventoryreport.html) seems to 44 

induce a stalling in other global emissions (NOx, SO2 and Black Carbon, Stohl et al., 2015), except for some 45 

regions (Brazil, Middle East India, China) where NOx emissions increase (Miyazaki, 2017). In order to better 46 

understand large-scale pollution transport, large amounts of in situ and space-based data have been collected in 47 

the last three decades, allowing a better understanding of pollution variability and its connection with 48 

atmospheric transport patterns (e.g. Liu et al., 2013). These data-sets are also useful to quantify global pollution 49 

evolution with respect to the emissions trends described above.  50 

Despite the availability of large trace gas data sets, the data interpretation remains difficult for the following 51 

reasons: (1) the sampling mode does not correspond to an a priori defined scientific strategy, as opposed to data 52 

collected during field campaigns; (2) the statistical analysis of the data can be complicated by the large number 53 

of different sources contributing to the measured pollution, and an automated analysis of the contributions from 54 

these different sources is required if, for instance, regional trends in emissions are to be investigated; (3) the 55 

sheer size of some of the data sets can make the analysis rather challenging. Among the long-term pollution 56 

measurement programs, the IAGOS airborne program (http://www.iagos.org/, formerly known as the 57 

Measurement of OZone by Airbus In-service airCraft -MOZAIC- program) is the only one delivering in-situ 58 

measurement data from the free troposphere. IAGOS provides regular global measurements of ozone (O3) - since 59 

1994 -, carbon monoxide (CO) - since 2002 -, and nitrogen oxides (NOy) – for the period 2001-2005 - obtained 60 

during more than 51000 commercial aircraft flights up to now, with substantial extent of the instrumented 61 

aircraft recently. The analysis of the IAGOS database is also complicated by the fact that primary pollutants (CO 62 

and part of NOy) are emitted by multiple sources, while secondary compounds (O3) are produced by 63 

photochemical transformations of these pollutants, often most efficiently when pollutants from different sources 64 

mix. 65 

A common approach to separate the different sources influencing trace gas observations is based on the 66 

determination of the air mass origins through Lagrangian modeling. This approach allows linking the emission 67 

sources to the trace gas observations (e.g. Nédélec et al., 2005; Sauvage et al., 2005, 2006; Tressol et al. 2008; 68 

Gressent et al. 2014; Clark et al., 2015; Yamasoe et al., 2015). Lagrangian modeling of the dispersion of 69 

particles allows accounting efficiently for processes such as large-scale transport, turbulence and convection. 70 

When coupled with emission inventories Lagrangian modeling of passive tracers allows for instance to 71 

understand ozone anomalies (Cooper et al., 2006; Wen et al., 2012), to quantify the importance of lightning NOx 72 

emissions for tropospheric NO2 columns measured from space (Beirle et al., 2006), to investigate the origins of 73 

O3 and CO over China (Ding et al., 2013), or to investigate the sources influencing the observed CO2 over the 74 

high northern latitudes (Vay et al., 2011). 75 

To help analyzing a large data set such as the IAGOS observations, it is important to provide scientific users 76 

a tool for characterizing air mass transport and emission sources. This study presents a methodology to 77 

systematically establish a link between emissions sources (biomass burning and anthropogenic emissions) and 78 

concentrations at the receptor locations. Since CO is a substance that is emitted by combustion sources (both 79 
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anthropogenic and biomass burning) and since CO has a lifetime of months in the troposphere (Logan et al., 80 

1981; Mauzerall et al., 1998), it is often used as a tracer for pollution transport (Staudt et al. 2001; Yashiro et al., 81 

2009; Barret et al., 2016). It is therefore convenient to follow past examples and use simulated CO source 82 

contributions to gauge the influence of pollution sources on the measurements also with SOFT-IO. Our 83 

methodology uses the FLEXPART Lagrangian particle dispersion model (Stohl et al., 2005) and emission 84 

inventories from the ECCAD emission database (Granier et al., 2012) in order to quantify the influence of 85 

emissions sources on the IAGOS CO measurements. The goal is to provide the scientific community with added 86 

value products that will help them analyzing and interpreting the large number of IAGOS measurements. The 87 

methodology is focused on the development of a scientific tool (SOFT-IO version 1.0) based on FLEXPART 88 

particle dispersion model, that simulates the contributions of anthropogenic and biomass burning emissions for 89 

IAGOS CO measurements. This tool, which has the benefit to be adaptable to multiple emission inventories 90 

without re-running FLEXPART simulations, is described and then evaluated in the present study with the large 91 

data-sets of IAGOS CO measurements. SOFT-IO could be in the future easily adapted and used to analyze other 92 

datasets of trace gas measurements such as from ground based observations, sondes, aircraft campaigns or 93 

satellite observations.  94 

The methodology will be described in the next section, and then evaluated at the example of case studies of 95 

pollution plumes observed by IAGOS aircraft. Further evaluation is performed through statistical analysis. 96 

Finally we discuss the limitations of the methodology by estimating its sensitivity to different input data sets 97 

(emission inventories, meteorological analyses). 98 

2. In-situ observations database: MOZAIC and IAGOS programs 99 

The MOZAIC program (Marenco et al., 1998) was initiated in 1993 by European scientists, aircraft 100 

manufacturers and airlines to better understand the natural variability of the chemical composition of the 101 

atmosphere and how it is changing under the influence of human activity, with particular interest in the impact of 102 

aircraft exhaust. Between August 1994 and November 2014, MOZAIC performed airborne in-situ measurements 103 

of ozone, water vapor, carbon monoxide, and total nitrogen oxides. The measurements are geolocated (latitude, 104 

longitude and pressure) and come along with meteorological observations (wind direction and speed, 105 

temperature). Data acquisition is performed automatically during round-trip international flights (ascent, descent 106 

and cruise phases) from Europe to America, Africa, Middle East, and Asia (Fig. 1). 107 

Based on the technical expertise of MOZAIC, the IAGOS program (Petzold et al., 2015, and references therein) 108 

has taken over and provides observations since July 2011. The IAGOS data set still includes ozone, water vapor, 109 

carbon monoxide, meteorological observations, and measurements of cloud droplets (number and size) are also 110 

performed. Depending on optional additional instrumentation, measurements of nitrogen oxides, total nitrogen 111 

oxides or, in the near-future, greenhouse gases (CO2 and CH4), or aerosols, will also be made.  112 

Since 1994, the IAGOS-MOZAIC observations have created a big data set that is stored in a single database 113 

holding data from more than 51000 flights. The data set can be used by the entire scientific community, allowing 114 

studies of chemical and physical processes in the atmosphere, or validation of global chemistry transport models 115 

and satellite retrievals. Most of the measurements have been collected in the upper troposphere and lower 116 

stratosphere, between 9 and 12 km altitude, with 500 flights/ aircraft/ year on up to 7 aircraft up to now. 117 

 118 
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The MOZAIC and IAGOS data (called “IAGOS” from here on) used in this study are in-situ observations of CO 119 

only, which is being measured regularly on every aircraft since 2002 with more than 30000 flights, using a 120 

modified infrared filter correlation monitor (Nédélec et al., 2003; Nédélec et al., 2015). The accuracy of the CO 121 

measurements has been estimated at (30 s response time) ± 5 ppb, or ±  5%.  122 

 123 

Several case studies of CO pollution plumes (Table 1) using IAGOS data have been published, where model 124 

simulations allowed attribution of the measured CO enhancements to anthropogenic or biomass burning 125 

emissions, either measured in the boundary layer or in the free troposphere, following regional or synoptic-scale 126 

transport (e.g. Nédélec et al., 2005; Tressol et al., 2008; Cammas et al., 2009; Elguindi et al., 2010). These case 127 

studies are used here to better define the requirements for our methodology (meteorological analyses and 128 

emission inventory inputs). Some of them are detailed and re-analyzed in Sect. 4.    129 

3. Estimation of carbon monoxide source regions: methodology 130 

To establish systematic source-receptor relationships for IAGOS observations of CO, the Lagrangian dispersion 131 

model FLEXPART (Stohl et al., 1998, 2005; Stohl and Thomson, 1999) is run over the entire database. 132 

Lagrangian dispersion models usually represent the differential advection better than global Eulerian models 133 

(which do not well resolve intercontinental pollution transport; Eastham et al., 2017), at a significantly lower 134 

computational cost. In particular, small-scale structures in the atmospheric composition can often be 135 

reconstructed from large-scale global meteorological data, which makes model results comparable to high-136 

resolution in situ observations (Pisso et al., 2010). In the past, many studies (Nédélec et al., 2005 ; Tressol et 137 

al.,2008; Cammas et al., 2009;  Elguindi et al., 2010; Gressent et al., 2014) used FLEXPART to investigate 138 

specific pollution events observed by the IAGOS aircraft. However, in these former case studies, the link 139 

between sources and observations of pollution was guessed a priori. The transport model was then used to 140 

validate the hypothesis. For example, in the Cammas et al. (2009) study, observations of high CO during summer 141 

in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere east of Canada were guessed to originate from biomass burning 142 

over Canada as this region is often associated with pyro-convection whose intensity usually peaks in the 143 

summer. This origin was confirmed by the model analysis. In general, the origin of the observed pollution cannot 144 

be guessed a priori, especially when analyzing measurements from thousands of flights. Moreover, multiple 145 

sources are most of the time involved when the observed pollution is the result of the mixing of polluted air 146 

masses from different regions and source types. 147 

CO is often used as a tracer to quantify the contributions of the different sources to the observed pollution 148 

episodes. CO is emitted by both the combustion of fossil fuels and by biomass burning, and its photochemical 149 

lifetime against OH attack is usually 1 to 2 months in the troposphere (Logan et al., 1981; Mauzerall et al., 150 

1998). Therefore it is possible to link elevated CO mixing ratios (with respect to its seasonally varying 151 

hemispheric baseline) to pollution sources without simulating the atmospheric chemistry.  152 

3.1 Backward transport modeling 153 

Simulations were performed using the version 9 of FLEXPART, which is described in detail by Stohl et al. 154 

(2005) (and references therein). The model was driven using wind fields from the European Centre for Medium-155 

Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) 6-hourly operational analyses and 3-hour forecasts. The ECMWF data are 156 
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gridded with a 1° × 1° horizontal resolution, and with a number of vertical levels increasing from 60 in 2002 to 157 

137 since 2013. The model was also tested using higher horizontal resolution (0.5°), and with ECMWF ERA-158 

Interim reanalysis, as their horizontal and vertical resolution and model physics are homogeneous during the 159 

whole period of IAGOS CO measurements. However, operational analyses were used for our standard set-up, as 160 

the transport model reproduced CO better when using these data for several case studies of pollution transport, 161 

especially for plumes located in the UT. Indeed, operational analyses provide a better vertical resolution since 162 

2006 (91 levels until 2013, then 137 levels against 60 levels for ERA-Interim) and thus a better representation of 163 

the vertical wind shear, and the underlying meteorological model is also more modern than the one used for 164 

producing ERA-Interim. Vertical resolution is one of the critical factors for modeling such CO plumes with the 165 

best precision in terms of location and intensity (Eastham and Jacob, 2017). 166 

Using higher horizontal resolution for met-fields analyses and forecasts (0.5° vs 1°) showed no influence on the 167 

simulated carbon monoxide, despite larger computational time and storage needs. We assume further 168 

improvement can be obtained using even higher horizontal resolution (0.1°), but this was not feasible at this 169 

stage and should be considered in the future. 170 

 171 

In order to be able to represent the small-scale structures created by the wind shear and observed in many 172 

IAGOS vertical profiles, the model is initialized along IAGOS flight tracks every 10 hPa during ascents and 173 

descents, and every 0.5° in latitude and longitude at cruise altitude. This procedure leads to i model initialization 174 

boxes along every flight track. For each i, 1000 particles are released. Indeed 1000 to 6000 particles are 175 

suggested for correct simulations in similar studies based on sensitivity tests on particles number (Wen et al., 176 

2012; Ding et al., 2013). For instance, a Frankfurt (Germany) to Windhoek (Namibia) flight contains around 290 177 

boxes (290000 particles) of initialization as a whole.  178 

FLEXPART is set up for backward simulations (Seibert and Frank, 2004) from these boxes as described in Stohl 179 

et al. (2003) and backward transport is computed for 20 days prior to the in-situ observation, which is sufficient 180 

to consider hemispheric scale pollution transport in the mid-latitudes (Damoah et al., 2004; Stohl et al., 2002; 181 

Cristofanelli et al., 2013). This duration is also expected to be longer than the usual lifetime of polluted plumes 182 

in the free troposphere, i.e. the time when the concentration of pollutants in plumes is significantly larger than 183 

the surrounding background. Indeed, the tropospheric mixing time scale has been estimated to be typically 184 

shorter than 10 days (Good et al., 2003; Pisso et al., 2009). Therefore the model is expected to be able to link air 185 

mass anomalies such as strong enhancements in CO to the source regions of emissions (Stohl et al., 2003). It is 186 

important to note that we aim to simulate recent events of pollution explaining CO enhancements over the 187 

background, but not to simulate the CO background which results from aged and well-mixed emissions. 188 

The FLEXPART output is a residence time, as presented and discussed in Stohl et al. (2003). These data 189 

represent the average time spent by the transported air masses in a grid cell, divided by the air density, and are 190 

proportional to the sensitivity of the receptor mixing ratio to surface emissions. In our case, it is calculated for 191 

every input point along the flight track, every day for Nt = 20 days backward in time, on a 1° longitude x 1° 192 

latitude global grid with Nz = 12 vertical levels (every 1 km from 0 to 12 km, and 1 layer above 12 km). 193 

Furthermore, the altitude of the 2 PVU potential vorticity level above or below the flight track is extracted from 194 

the wind and temperature fields, in order to locate the CO observations above or below the dynamical tropopause 195 

according to the approach of Thouret et al. (2006).  196 
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3.2 Emission inventories from the ECCAD project 197 

The main goal of the Emissions of atmospheric Compounds & Compilation of Ancillary Data (ECCAD) project 198 

(Granier et al., 2012) is to provide scientific and policy users with datasets of surface emissions of atmospheric 199 

compounds and ancillary data, i.e. data required for estimating or quantifying surface emissions. All the emission 200 

inventories and ancillary data provided by ECCAD are published in the scientific literature. 201 

For the current study, we selected five CO emission inventories. Four of them are available at global scale 202 

(MACCity and EDGAR v4.2 for anthropogenic; GFED 4 and GFAS v1.2 -GFAS v1.0 for 2002- for fires) from 203 

the ECCAD database and cover most of the IAGOS CO database presented here (2002 - 2013). The global scale 204 

inventories have a 0.1° × 0.1° to 0.5° × 0.5° horizontal resolution. They are provided with daily, monthly or 205 

yearly time resolution. They are listed in Table 2 along with the references describing them. The four global 206 

inventories are used to study the model’s performance and sensitivity in Sect. 5. 207 

To further test the sensitivity to the emission inventories, we also used one regional inventory, which is expected 208 

to provide a better representation of emissions in its region of interest than generic global inventories. The aim is 209 

to test the ability of regional inventories in better representing simulated CO for specific case studies. The goal 210 

of using regional dataset in this paper is only to evaluate the incidence of one of them respect to global emission 211 

inventories, not to evaluate the incidence of all regional dataset. We have chosen ICARTT because of improved 212 

results demonstrated in the representation of boreal biomass burning fires in some specific cases (Turquety et al., 213 

2016) as for example the one based on MOZAIC data by Elguindi et al., (2010). Global emission inventories are 214 

the first choice to interpret quasi global coverage of the CO IAGOS measurements. In the future we plan to 215 

include regional emission inventories for the study of specific events. For biomass burning, the International 216 

Consortium for Atmospheric Research on Transport and Transformation (ICARTT) campaign’s North American 217 

emissions inventory developed by Turquety et al. (2007) for the summer of 2004 and provided at 1° × 1° 218 

horizontal resolution was tested. It combines daily area burned data from forest services with the satellite data 219 

used by global inventories, and uses a specific vegetation database, including burning of peat lands which 220 

represent a significant contribution to the total emissions.  221 

3.3 Coupling transport output with CO emissions 222 

Calculating the recent contributions C(i) (kg m-3) of CO emissions for every one of the i model’s initialization 223 

points along the flight tracks requires three kinds of data:  224 

• the residence time TR (in seconds, gridded with Nx = 360 by Ny = 180 horizontal points, Nz = 12 vertical 225 

levels, Nt = 20 days) from backward transport described in Sect. 3.1,  226 

• CO surface emissions ECO (Nx,Ny,Nt) (in kg CO / m2 / s) 227 

• the injection profile Inj(z) defining the fraction of pollutants diluted in the different vertical levels (with 228 

∆z  being the thickness, in meters) just after emissions, and defined according to three different 229 

approaches (DENTENER, MIXED or APT) described in the next paragraph: 230 

 231 
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In the case of anthropogenic emissions, CO is simply emitted into the first vertical layer of the residence time 234 

grid (∆z= 1000m). 235 

 236 

For biomass burning emissions, in the tropics and mid latitudes regions, the lifting of biomass burning plumes is 237 

usually due to small and large scale dynamical processes, such as turbulence in the boundary layer, deep 238 

convection and frontal systems, which are usually represented by global meteorological models.  At higher 239 

latitudes, however, boreal fires can also be associated with pyro-convection and quick injection above the 240 

planetary boundary layer, even if CO tends to me mostly released during smoldering. Pyro-convection plume 241 

dynamics are often associated with small-scale processes that are not represented in global meteorological data 242 

and emission inventories (Paugam et al 2016). In order to characterize the effect of these processes, we 243 

implemented three methodologies to parameterize biomass injection height: 244 

• the first one (named DENTENER) depends only on the latitude and uses constant homogeneous 245 

injection profiles as defined by Dentener et al. (2006) ), i.e. 0-1 km for the tropics [30S-30N] (see green 246 

line in Fig 2), 0-2 km for the mid-latitudes [60S-30S, 30N-60N] (see blue line in Fig. 2)  and 0-6 km for 247 

the boreal regions [90S-60S, 60N-90N ] (not shown in Fig. 2). 248 

• the second named MIXED uses the same injection profiles as in DENTENER for the tropics and mid-249 

latitudes, but for the boreal forest, injection profiles are deduced from a lookup table computed with the 250 

plume rise model PRMv2 presented in Paugam et al. (2015). Using PRMv2 runs for all fires from 251 

different years of the Northern-American MODIS archive, three daily Fire Radiative Power (FRP) 252 

classes (under 10 TJ/day, between 10 and 100 TJ/day, and over 100 TJ/day) were used to identify three 253 

distinct injection height profiles (see brown, red, and black lines in Fig. 2). Although PRMv2 reflects 254 

both effects of the fire intensity through the input of FRP and active fire size and effects of the local 255 

atmospheric profile, here for sake of simplicity only FRP is used to classify the injection profile. 256 

Furthermore, when applied to the IAGOS data set, the MIXED method uses equivalent daily FRP 257 

estimated from the emitted CO fluxes given by the emission inventories as described in Kaiser et al. 258 

(2012) 259 

• the third method named hereafter APT uses homogeneous profile defined by the daily plume top 260 

altitude as estimated for each 0.1x0.1 pixel of the GFAS v1.2 inventory available for 2003 to 2013 261 

(Rémy et al. 2016, and http://www.gmes-atmosphere.eu/oper_info/global_nrt_data_access/gfas_ftp/). 262 

As in the MIXED method, GFAS v1.2 is using the plume model PRMV2 from Paugam et al. (2015), 263 

but here the model is run globally for every assimilated GFAS-FRP pixel.  264 

 265 

3.4 Automatic detection of CO anomalies 266 

For individual measurement cases, plumes of pollution can most of the time be identified by the human eye 267 

using the observed CO mixing ratio time series or the CO vertical profiles. However, this is not feasible for a 268 

database of tens of thousands of observation flights. In order to create statistics of the model’s performance, we 269 

need to systematically identify observed pollution plumes in the IAGOS database. The methodology to do this is 270 

based on what has been previously done for the detection of layers in the MOZAIC database (Newell et al., 271 

1999; Thouret et al., 2000), along with more recent calculations of the CO background and CO percentiles define 272 
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for different regions along the IAGOS data set (Gressent et al., 2014). An example demonstrating the procedure, 273 

which is described below, is shown in Fig. 3. 274 

 275 

In a first step, the measurement time series along the flight track (number of measurements nTOT) is separated 276 

into three parts:  277 

1. Ascent and descent vertical profiles (nVP) in the PBL (altitudes ranging from the ground to 2 km) and in 278 

the free troposphere (from 2 km to the top altitude of the vertical profiles),  279 

2. measurements at cruising altitude in the upper troposphere (nUT), 280 

3. measurements in the lower stratosphere (nLS) 281 

such that   nTOT = nVP + nUT + nLS 282 

where nVP, nUT and nLS are the number of measurements along tropospheric ascents and descents, and in the upper 283 

troposphere and lower stratosphere, respectively. A range of altitudes from the surface to a top altitude identifies 284 

vertical profiles. The top altitude is 75 hPa above the 2 pvu dynamical tropopause (Thouret at al., 2006) when 285 

the aircraft reaches/leaves cruising altitude (during ascent/descent). The PV is taken from the ECMWF 286 

operational analyses and evaluated at the aircraft position by FLEXPART. Observations made during the cruise 287 

phase are flagged as upper tropospheric if the aircraft is below the 2 pvu dynamical tropopause. If not, 288 

observations are considered as stratospheric and then are ignored in the rest of the paper. Although CO 289 

contributions are calculated also in the stratosphere, the present study focuses on tropospheric pollution only. 290 

 291 

In a second step, the CO background mixing ratio is determined for each tropospheric part (CVP_back and CUT_back , 292 

see Fig. 3 for illustration) for the tropospheric vertical profiles and for the upper troposphere respectively. For 293 

tropospheric vertical profiles, the linear regression of CO mixing ratio versus altitude is calculated from 2 km to 294 

the top of the vertical profiles, to account for the usual decrease of background CO with altitude. Data below 295 

2 km are not used because high CO mixing ratios caused by fresh emissions are usually observed close to surface 296 

over continents. The slope a (in ppb m-1) of the linear regression is used to determine the background so that 297 

CVP_back = aZ. The background is removed from the CVP tropospheric vertical profiles mixing ratio to obtain a 298 

residual CO mixing ratio CR
VP (Eq. 2). 299 

(Eq. 2):  CR
VP = CVP – CVP_back , 300 

 301 

For the upper troposphere, the CO background mixing ratio (CUT_back) is determined using seasonal median 302 

values (over the entire IAGOS database) for the different regions of Figure 4. Note that this approach was not 303 

feasible for vertical profiles as for most of the visited airports there are not enough data to establish seasonal 304 

vertical profiles. As for the profiles, background values are subtracted from the UT data to obtain residual CR
UT 305 

(Eq. 3): 306 

  (Eq. 3): CR
UT = CUT - CUT_back 307 

 308 

In a third step, CO anomalies CA are determined for tropospheric vertical profiles (CA
VP) and in the upper 309 

troposphere (CA
UT). Residual CR

VP
 and CR

UT
 values are flagged as CO anomalies when these values exceed the 310 

third quartile (Q3) of the residual mixing ratio CR
VP (Q3) for vertical profiles, or the third quartile of the residual 311 

seasonal values CR
UT_season(Q3) in the different regions (Fig. 4) for the UT. Note that CR

VP (Q3) or CR
UT_season(Q3)  312 
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needs to be higher than 5 ppb (the accuracy of the CO instrument; Nédélec et al., 2015) in order to consider an 313 

anomaly:  314 

(Eq. 4): CA
VP = CR

VP  if  C
R

VP > CR
VP(Q3) 315 

(Eq. 5): CA
UT =CR

UT if C
R

UT > CR
UT_season(Q3) 316 

In the examples shown in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b, the red line represents CO anomalies. 317 

With this algorithm CO plumes are automatically detected in the entire IAGOS database. For each identified 318 

plume, minimum and maximum values of the date, latitude, longitude and altitude, as well as the CO mean and 319 

maximum mixing ratio, are archived. These values are used for comparison with modeled CO values. 320 

 321 

4. Selected case studies to evaluate CO emission inventories and SOFT-IO’s performance 322 

As described in Sect. 2, a number of case studies documented in the literature were selected from the IAGOS 323 

database in order to get a first impression of the model’s performance. These case studies have been chosen to 324 

represent the different pollution situations that are often encountered in the troposphere in terms of emissions 325 

(anthropogenic or biomass burning) and transport (at regional or synoptic scale, pyro-convection, deep 326 

convection, frontal systems). Systematic evaluation of the model performance against emission inventories will 327 

be presented in Sect. 5. 328 

4.1 Anthropogenic emission inventories 329 

Among the case studies listed in Table 1, four were selected in order to illustrate the evaluation of the inventories 330 

used for anthropogenic emissions:  331 

• Landing profiles over Hong Kong from 19th of July and 22nd of October 2005 were selected in order to 332 

investigate specifically Asian anthropogenic emissions.  333 

• During the 10th of March 2002 Frankfurt–Denver and 27th of November 2002 Dallas–Frankfurt flights, 334 

IAGOS instruments observed enhanced CO plumes in the North Atlantic upper troposphere, also linked 335 

to anthropogenic emissions. 336 

Figure 5a shows the observed (black line) and simulated (colored lines) CO mixing ratios above Hong Kong 337 

during 22nd of October 2005. Note that background is not simulated but estimated from the observations as 338 

described in Sect3.4 (blue line, CVP_back). The dashed blue line represents the residual CO mixing ratio CR
VP. 339 

Observations show little variability in the free troposphere down to around 3 km. Strong pollution is observed 340 

below, with + 300 ppb enhancement over the background on average between 0 and 3 km. Note that we do not 341 

discuss CO enhancement above 3 km.  342 

In agreement with CRVP, SOFT-IO simulates a strong CO enhancement in the lowest 3 km of the profile, caused 343 

by fresh emissions. However, the simulated enhancement is less strong than the observed one, a feature that is 344 

typical for this region, as we shall see later. 345 

In addition to the CO mixing ratio, SOFT-IO calculates CO source contributions and geographical origins of the 346 

modeled CO, respectively displayed in Fig. 5b and Fig. 5c (using the methodology described in Sec. 3.4) and 347 

using here MACCity and GFAS v1.2 as example. For the geographical origin we use the same 14 regions as 348 

defined for the GFED emissions (http://www.globalfiredata.org/data.html). Note that only the average of the 349 

calculated CO is displayed for each anomaly (0-3km; 3.5-6km) in Fig. 5b and Fig. 5c. 350 
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 351 

Colored lines in Fig. 5a show the calculated CO using anthropogenic sources described by the two inventories 352 

selected in Sect. 3.2, MACCity (green line) and EDGARv4.2 (yellow line), along the flight track. In both cases, 353 

biomass burning emissions are described by GFASv1.2. Emissions from fires have negligible influence (less 354 

than 3%) on this pollution event as depicted in Fig. 5b. 355 

In the two simulations, the calculated CO mixing ratio is below 50 ppb in the free troposphere, as we do not 356 

simulate background concentrations with SOFT-IO. CO enhancement around 4 to 6 km is overestimated by 357 

SOFT-IO. CO above 6 km is not considered as an anomaly, as CR
UT < CR

UT_season(Q3). Simulated mixing ratios in 358 

the 0-2 km polluted layer are almost homogeneous, with values around 280 ppb using MACCity and around 160 359 

ppb using EDGARv4.2. They are attributed to anthropogenic emissions (more than 97% of the simulated CO) 360 

originating mostly from Central Asia with around 95% influence. In this regard, the CO simulated using 361 

MACCity is in better agreement with the observed CO than the one obtained using EDGARv4.2. Indeed, using 362 

MACCity, simulated CO reaches 90% of the observed enhancement (+ 300 ppb on average) over the background 363 

(around 100 ppb), while for EDGARv4.2 the corresponding value is only 53%, indicating strong underestimation 364 

of this event. The difference in the calculated CO using these two inventories is also consistent with the results 365 

of Granier et al. (2011) who showed strong discrepancies in the Asian anthropogenic emissions in different 366 

inventories. 367 

 368 

Figure 6a shows the CO measurements at cruising altitude during a transatlantic flight between Frankfurt and 369 

Denver on 10th of March 2002. The dashed blue line represents the residual CO CR
UT . Observations indicate that 370 

the aircraft encountered several polluted air masses with CO mixing ratios above 110 to 120 ppb, which are the 371 

seasonal median CO values in the two regions visited by the aircraft, obtained from the IAGOS database (see 372 

Gressent et al., 2014). Three pollution plumes are measured:  373 

• around 100°W (around +10 ppb of CO enhancement on average): plume 1  374 

• between 80°W and 50°W (+30 ppb of CO enhancement on average): plume 2  375 

• between 0° and 10°E (+40 ppb of CO enhancement on average): plume 3.  376 

These polluted air masses are surrounded by stratospheric air masses with CO values lower than 80-90 ppb. As 377 

polluted air masses were sampled at an altitude of around 10 km, they are expected to be due to long-range 378 

transport of pollutants.  379 

The calculated CO is shown in Fig. 6a using MACCity (green line), EDGARv4.2 (yellow line) for anthropogenic 380 

emissions and GFASv1.0 for biomass burning emissions. SOFT-IO estimates that these plumes are mostly 381 

anthropogenic (representing 77% to 93% of the total simulated CO, Fig. 6b). Pollution mostly originates from 382 

Central and South-East Asia, with strong contribution from North America (Fig. 6c) for plume 3.  383 

SOFT-IO correctly locates the three observed polluted air masses with the two anthropogenic inventories. CO is 384 

also correctly calculated using MACCity, with almost the same mixing ratios on average as the observed 385 

enhancements in the three plumes. Using EDGARv4.2, only 2/3 of the observed CO enhancements intensity is 386 

reproduced, except for plume #1 with better intensity results. We have already seen in the previous case study 387 

that emissions in Asia may be underestimated, especially in the EDGARv4.2 inventory. 388 

Similar comparisons were performed in the four case studies selected to estimate and validate the anthropogenic 389 

emission inventories coupled with the FLEXPART model. Results are summarized in Table 3. For three of the 390 
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cases, SOFT-IO simulations showed a better agreement with observations when using MACCity than when 391 

using EDGARv4.2. In the fourth case both inventories performed equally well. One reason for the better 392 

performance of MACCity is the fact that it provides monthly information (Table 2). 393 

 394 

4.2 Biomass burning emission inventories 395 

In order to evaluate and choose biomass burning emission inventories, we have selected eleven case studies with 396 

fire-induced plumes (Table 1). Seven of them focused on North-American biomass burning plumes observed in 397 

the free troposphere above Europe (flights on 30th of June, 22nd and 23rd of July 2004) and in the upper 398 

troposphere/lower stratosphere above the North Atlantic (29th of June 2004) (e.g. Elguindi et al., 2010; Cammas 399 

et al., 2009). Two are related to the fires over Western Europe during the 2003 heat wave (Tressol et al. 2008). 400 

The two last ones, on the 30th and 31st of July 2008, focused on biomass burning plumes observed in the ITCZ 401 

region above Africa as described in a previous study (Sauvage et al., 2007a). 402 

The three datasets selected to represent biomass burning emissions are based on different approaches: GFAS 403 

v1.2 (Kaiser et al., 2012) and GFED 4 emissions (Giglio et al., 2013) are calculated daily. GFAS v1.2 presents 404 

higher spatial resolution. The ICARTT campaign inventory (Turquety et al., 2007) was specifically designed for 405 

North-American fires during the summer of 2004 with additional input from local forest services. 406 

Figure 7a illustrates the calculated CO contributions for the different fire emission inventories for one of the case 407 

studies, on 22nd of July 2004 above Paris. The observations (black line) show high levels of CO in an air mass in 408 

the free troposphere between 3 and 6 km, with mixing ratios 140 ppb above the background (blue line) deduced 409 

from measurements. This pollution was attributed to long-range transport of biomass burning emission in North 410 

America by Elguindi et al. (2010). Outside of the plume, the CO concentration decreases with altitude, from 411 

around 150 ppb near the ground, to 100 ppb background in the upper free troposphere. This last value 412 

corresponds to the median CO seasonal value deduced from the IAGOS database (Gressent at al., 2014). CO is 413 

not considered as an anomaly near the ground as CR
UT < CR

UT_season(Q3). 414 

SOFT-IO simulations were performed for this case using MACCity to represent anthropogenic emissions, and 415 

GFAS v1.2 (green line), GFED 4 (yellow line), or the ICARTT campaign inventory (red line). Fire vertical 416 

injection is realized using the MIXED approach for the three biomass burning inventories, in order to only 417 

evaluate the impact of choosing different emission inventories. In the three simulations, contributions show two 418 

peaks, one near the ground that is half due to local anthropogenic emissions and half due to contributions from 419 

North American biomass burning and thus not considered in this discussion.  420 

The second more intense peak, simulated in the free troposphere where the enhanced CO air masses were 421 

sampled, is mostly caused by biomass burning emissions (87% of the total calculated CO, Fig. 7b), originating 422 

from North-America (99% of the total enhanced CO). When calculated using the ICARTT campaign inventory, 423 

the simulated CO enhancement reaches over 150 ppb, which is 10 ppb higher than the observed mixing ratio 424 

above the background (+140 ppb), but only for the upper part of the plume.  425 

When using global inventories, the simulated contribution peak reaches 70 ppb using GFASv1.2 and 100 ppb 426 

using GFED4, which appears to underestimate the measured enhancement (+140 ppb) by up to 50% to 70% 427 

respectively. This comparison demonstrates the large uncertainty in simulated CO caused by the emission 428 
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inventories, both in the case of biomass burning or anthropogenic emissions. For that reason we aim to provide 429 

simulations with different global and regional inventories in for the IAGOS data set.  430 

As the ICARTT campaign inventory was created using local observations in addition to satellite products, the 431 

large difference in the simulated CO compared to the other inventories may in part be due to different 432 

quantification of the total area burned (for GFED, GFAS using the FRP as constraint). Turquety et al. (2007) 433 

also discussed the importance of peat land burning during that summer. They estimated that they contributed 434 

more than a third of total CO emissions (11 Tg of the 30 Tg emitted during summer 2004).  435 

 436 

Figure 8a shows CO mixing ratios as a function of latitude for a flight from Windhoek (Namibia) to Frankfurt 437 

(Germany) in July 2008. Observations indicate that the aircraft flew through polluted air masses around the 438 

equator (10°S to 10°N), with +100 (+125) ppb of CO on average (at the most) above the 90 ppb background 439 

deduced from seasonal IAGOS mixing ratios over this region. Such CO enhancements have been attributed to 440 

regional fires injected through ITCZ convection (Sauvage et al., 2007b). 441 

The SOFT-IO simulations (colored lines in Fig. 8a) link these air masses mostly to recent biomass burning 442 

(responsible for 68% of the total simulated CO, Fig. 8b) in South Africa (Fig. 8c). The calculated CO shows 443 

similar features both with GFED4 (yellow line) and GFASv1.2 (green line). The simulation also captures well 444 

the intensity variations of the different peaks: maximum values around the equator, lower ones south and north 445 

of the equator. The most intense simulated CO enhancement around the equator fits the observed CO 446 

enhancement of +125 ppb better when using GFED4 (90 ppb) than when using GFASv1.2 (75 ppb). However 447 

the comparison also reveals an underestimation of the CO anomaly’s amplitude by around 10 ppb to 25 ppb on 448 

average by SOFT-IO. The model is thus only able to reproduce 75% to 90% of the peak concentrations on 449 

average. Stroppiana et al. (2010) indeed showed that there are strong uncertainties in the fire emission 450 

inventories over Africa (164 to 367 Tg CO per year).  451 

5 Statistical evaluation of the modeled CO enhancements in pollution plumes 452 

In this section, we present a statistical validation of the SOFT-IO calculations based on the entire IAGOS CO 453 

data base (2003-2013). The ability of SOFT-IO in simulating CO anomalies is evaluated compared to in situ 454 

measurements in terms of: 455 

• spatial and temporal frequency of the plumes 456 

• mixing ratio enhancements in the plumes 457 

To achieve this, SOFT-IO performances are investigated over different periods of IAGOS measurements 458 

depending on the emission inventory used. Three of the four global inventories selected previously (MACCity, 459 

GFAS v1.2, GFED4) are available between 2003 and 2013. EDGAR v4.2 ends in 2008.  In the following 460 

sections (Sect.5.1 and 5.2), we discuss in detail the results obtained with MACCity and GFAS v1.2 between 461 

2003 and 2013. Other emission inventory combinations are discussed in Sect. 5.3 when investigating SOFT-IO 462 

sensitivity to input parameters. 463 

5.1 Detection frequency of the observed plumes with SOFT-IO 464 

The ability of SOFT-IO to reproduce CO enhancements was investigated using CO plumes obtained applying the 465 

methodology described in Sect. 3.4 on all flights of the IAGOS database between 2003 and 2013. The frequency 466 
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of simulated plumes that coincide with the observed CA anomalies is then calculated. Simulated plumes are 467 

considered when matching in time and space the observed plumes, while modeled CO is on average higher than 468 

5 ppb within the plume. Note that at this stage, we do not consider the intensity of the plumes. 469 

The resulting detection rates are presented in Fig. 9 for eight of the eleven regions shown in Fig. 4. Statistics are 470 

presented separately for three altitude levels (Lower Troposphere 0-2 km, Middle Troposphere 2-8 km and 471 

Upper Troposphere > 8 km). Figure 9 shows that SOFT-IO performance in detecting plumes is very good and 472 

not strongly altitude or region-dependent. In the three layers (LT, MT and UT), detection rates are higher than 473 

95% and even close to 100% in the LT where CO anomalies are often related to short-range transport. Detection 474 

frequency slightly decreases in the MT and the UT where CO modeling accuracy suffers from larger errors in 475 

vertical and horizontal transport. On the contrary CO anomalies in the LT are most of the times related to short-476 

range transport of local pollution, which are well represented in SOFT-IO. For four regions we found worse 477 

results: South America MT and UT, Africa MT and North Asia UT but with still high detection frequency (82% 478 

to 85%). Note that only relatively few plumes (313 to 3761) were sampled by the IAGOS aircraft fleet in these 479 

regions. 480 

 481 

5.2 Intensity of the simulated plumes  482 

The second objective of SOFT-IO is to accurately simulate the intensity of the observed CO anomalies. Fig. 10a 483 

displays the bias between the means of the observed and modeled plumes for the regions sampled by IAGOS and 484 

in the three vertical layers (LT, MT and UT), and the bias of the standard deviations in black. As explained 485 

above this bias is calculated for the 2003-2013 period and using both anthropogenic emission from MACCity 486 

and biomass burning emissions from GFAS v1.2 and the APT plume detection methodology described in Sect. 487 

3.4.  488 

The most documented regions presenting CO polluted plumes (Europe, North America, Africa, North Atlantic 489 

UT, Central Asia MT and UT, South America, South Asia UT) present low biases (lower than ± 5 ppb, and up to 490 

± 10 ppb for Central Asia MT, South America UT) and low bias of the standard deviations (± 10 ppb to ± 50 491 

ppb), which demonstrate a high skill of SOFT-IO.  492 

Over several other regions with less frequent IAGOS flights, however, biases are higher, around  ±10-15 ppb for 493 

Africa UT and South Asia MT; around ± 25-50 ppb for Central Asia LT, South Asia LT and North Asia UT. 494 

Except for the last region, the highest biases are found in the Asian lower troposphere, suggesting 495 

misrepresentation of local emissions. This is supported by the highest biases of the standard deviations (from ± 496 

60 ppb to ± 160 ppb for Asian regions). Indeed there is a rapid increase of emissions in this large area (Tanimoto 497 

et al., 2009) associated with high discrepancies between different emission inventories (Wang et al., 2013; Stein 498 

et al., 2014) and underestimated emissions (Zhang et a., 2015).  499 

It is important to note that the biases remain of the same order (±10-15 ppb) when comparing the first (Q1), 500 

second (Q2) and third (Q3) quartiles of the CO anomalies observed and modeled within most of the regions (Fig. 501 

10b). This confirms the good capacity of the SOFT-IO software in reproducing the CO mixing ratios anomaly in 502 

most of the observed pollution plumes.  503 

Differences become much larger when considering outlier values of CO anomalies (lower and upper whiskers, ± 504 

2.7σ or 99.3%, Fig. 10b), which means for exceptional events of very low and very high CO enhancements 505 
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(accounting for 1.4% of the CO plumes), with biases from ± 10 ppb to ± 50 ppb for most of the regions. Higher 506 

discrepancies are found in the lower and the upper troposphere in two specific regions (North Asia UT and South 507 

Asia LT) for these extreme CO anomalies. North Asia UT discrepancies varies from -100 ppb to +200 ppb and 508 

from -50 ppb to +100 ppb for South Asia LT. Note that North Asia UT and South Asia LT present respectively 509 

extreme pollution events related to pyro-convection (Nédélec et al., 2005) for the first region, and to strong 510 

anthropogenic surface emissions (Zhang et al., 2012) for the second one. It may suggest that the model fails to 511 

correctly reproduce the transport for some specific but rare events of pyro-convection, or these emission 512 

inventories are under estimated for such specific events.  513 

When looking at the origin of the different CO anomalies (Fig. 10c), most of them are dominated by 514 

anthropogenic emissions, which account for more than 70% of the contributions on average, except for South 515 

America and Africa, which are strongly influenced by biomass burning (Sauvage et al. 2005, 2007c; Yamasoe et 516 

al., 2014). Discussing origins of the CO anomalies in detail is out of the scope of this study, but gives here some 517 

sense on the model performance. It is interesting to note that two of the three regions most influenced by 518 

anthropogenic emissions, South Asia LT and Central Asia LT, with more than 90% of the enhanced CO coming 519 

from anthropogenic emissions, are the highest biased regions compared to observations. This is not the case for 520 

Europe LT for example, which also has a high anthropogenic influence. As stated before, anthropogenic 521 

emissions in Asia are more uncertain than elsewhere (Stein et al., 2014).  522 

 523 

In order to go a step further in the evaluation of SOFT-IO in reproducing CO anomalies mixing ratios, Fig. 11 524 

displays the monthly mean time series of the observed (black line) and calculated (blue line) CO anomalies in 525 

three vertical layers (LT, MT and UT), and the standard deviation of the observations (gray) and calculations 526 

(light blue). This graph provides higher temporal resolution of the anomalies. CO polluted plumes are displayed 527 

here using MACCity and GFAS v1.2 over the 2003-2013 periods and for the two regions with the largest 528 

number of observed CO anomalies, Europe and North America.  529 

It is worth noting the good ability of SOFT-IO in quantitatively reproducing the CO enhancements observed by 530 

IAGOS. This is especially noticeable in the LT and UT, with similar CO mixing ratios observed and modeled 531 

during the entire period and within the standard deviation of the measurements. Standard deviation of the 532 

observations is higher in LT where there are fewer measurements than in the UT. However, the amplitude of the 533 

seasonal cycle of CO maxima is highly underestimated (-100%) after January 2009 in the European LT, where 534 

anthropogenic sources are predominant with more than 90% influence (Fig. 10c). This suggests 535 

misrepresentation of anthropogenic emissions in Europe after the year 2009. Indeed Stein et al., (2014) 536 

suggested the lower near-surface CO bias was found in Europe in relation with possible under 537 

estimation of traffic emissions in the inventories. 538 

In the middle troposphere (2-8 km), the CO plumes are systematically overestimated by SOFT-IO by 539 

50% to 100% compared to the observations, with larger standard deviation and higher overestimation 540 

over NAm. This might be related to different reasons:  541 

• the chosen methodology of the CO plume enhancements detection for those altitudes 542 

(described in Sect. 3.4), which may lead to a large number of plumes with small CO 543 
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enhancements, which are  difficult to simulate. This could be due to the difficulty in defining a 544 

realistic CO background in the middle troposphere.  545 

• the source-receptor transport which may be more difficult to simulate between 2-8 km than in 546 

the LT where receptors are close to sources; or than in the UT where most of the plumes are 547 

related to convection detrainment better represented in the models than MT detrainment which 548 

might be less intense.  549 

• The frequency of the IAGOS observations which is lower in the LT and in the MT than in the 550 

UT. 551 

• Higher overestimation over NAm MT than Eur MT could be first related to lower frequency 552 

of measurements in the NAm. Moreover overestimation is greater during summer when NAm 553 

MT is closer to summer sources such as boreal fires, while Eur MT is related to CO air masses 554 

more diluted with background air during transatlantic transport.  555 

Correlation coefficients between simulated and observed plumes are highest in the LT (0.56 to 0.79) and lower 556 

(0.30 to 0.46) in the MT and in the UT, suggesting some difficulties for the model in lifting up pollution from the 557 

surface to the UT.  558 

5.3 Sensitivity of SOFT-IO to input parameters 559 

Different factors influence the ability of SOFT-IO to correctly reproduce CO pollution plumes. Among them, 560 

transport parameterizations (related to convection, turbulence, etc) are not evaluated in this study as they are 561 

inherent of the FLEXPART model. In this section, the model sensitivity to the chosen emission inventory is 562 

evaluated. For this, a set of sensitivity studies is performed to investigate different configurations of the emission 563 

inventories : 564 

• type of inventory: MACCity, EDGAR for anthropogenic, GFED4, GFAS v1.2 or ICARTT for biomass 565 

burning 566 

• biomass burning injection heights: DENTENER, MIXED or APT approach (detailed in Sect. 3.3). 567 

 568 

SOFT-IO performances are then investigated using Taylor diagrams (Taylor et al. 2001). The methodology 569 

(choice of regions, vertical layers, sampling periods) is similar to the one used to analyze the ability of the model 570 

to correctly reproduce the frequency and the intensity of the CO plumes with MACCity and GFAS (Sect.5.1 and 571 

Sec5.2).  572 

5.3.1 Anthropogenic emission inventories 573 

Sensitivity of SOFT-IO to anthropogenic emissions is investigated between 2002 and 2008, using GFAS with 574 

MACCity or EDGARv4.2. Fig. 12a presents a Taylor diagram for the two configurations (dots for MACCity, 575 

crosses for EDGAR) for the regions and for the vertical layers described previously (Sect. 5.1 and Sect. 5.2), 576 

while Fig. 12b represents the mean bias between each model configuration and the IAGOS observations.  577 

As already seen in Sect. 4.1 for the case studies chosen to investigate anthropogenic emissions, slightly better 578 

results seem to be obtained with MACCity. The Taylor diagram shows for most of the regions higher 579 

correlations and lower biases in this case. These results are not surprising, as MACCity (Lamarque et al., 2010; 580 
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Grenier et al., 2011) is a more recent inventory compared to EDGARv4.2 (Janssens-Maenhout et al., 2010), and 581 

expected to better represent anthropogenic emissions. However as stated in Lamarque et al., (2010) both 582 

inventories share many aspects (for example over Latin and South America), and the differences between the 583 

two inventories are most of the time very low, as global emission inventories tend to be quite similar. 584 

Regionally, however, results with EDGARv4.2 can be better by almost 50%, such as over South Asia LT and 585 

MT, Central Asia LT and MT. This supports our choice of maintaining several different inventories in SOFT-IO.  586 

5.3.2 Biomass burning emissions 587 

We first investigate the sensitivity of SOFT-IO to the type of biomass burning inventory, using MACCity with 588 

GFAS v1.2 or GFED 4 (2003-2013), using the same MIXED methodology for vertical injection of emissions 589 

(Fig. 2). As for anthropogenic emissions, Fig. 13 represents the Taylor diagram and averaged biases for the 590 

different configurations.  591 

Performances (correlations, standard deviations and biases) are very similar for both biomass burning 592 

inventories, with smaller differences compared to anthropogenic inventories. Even for regions dominated by 593 

biomass burning such as Africa or South America as depicted previously (Fig. 11c), the sensitivity of the SOFT-594 

IO performance to the type of global fire inventory is below 5 ppb. 595 

 596 

Based on case studies, we discussed in Sect. 4.2 the comparison of CO contributions modeled using regional fire 597 

emission inventories. It resulted in a better representation of biomass burning plumes using the specifically 598 

designed campaign inventory than using the global inventories (Table 4). However, there is no clear evidence of 599 

this result when investigating the model performances during the whole summer 2008. On contrary to Sect. 4.2, 600 

it is hard to conclude of systematic better results using the ICARTT inventory.  While simulations (not shown) 601 

give better results for a few specific events of very high CO using ICARTT, similarly good results are obtained 602 

when using GFASv1.2 or GFED4 for most other cases. It is worth noting that IAGOS samples biomass burning 603 

plumes far from ICARTT sources, after dispersion and diffusion during transport in the atmosphere. Besides, 604 

few boreal fire plumes (that would be better represented using ICARTT), are sampled by the IAGOS program. 605 

 606 

Secondly, we investigate the influence of the vertical injection scheme for the biomass burning emissions, using 607 

the three methodologies for determining injection heights described in Sect. 3.3. Sensitivity tests (Fig. 13c and 608 

Fig 13d) demonstrate a small influence of the injection scheme on the simulated plumes. The largest influence is 609 

found over North Asia UT, where pyro-convection has been highlighted in the IAGOS observations (Nédélec et 610 

al., 2005), with however less than 5 ppb difference between the different schemes. More generally, small vertical 611 

injection influence is probably due to too few cases where boreal fire emissions are injected outside the PBL by 612 

pyro-convection, as shown in the Paugam et al. (2016) study, combined with a too low sampling frequency of 613 

boreal fire plumes by IAGOS. 614 

 615 

6 Conclusions 616 

 617 
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Analyzing long term in situ observations of trace gases can be difficult without a priori knowledge of the 618 

processes driving their distribution and seasonal/regional variability, like transport and photochemistry. This is 619 

particularly the case for the extensive IAGOS database, which provides a large number of aircraft-based in-situ 620 

observations (more than 51000 flights so far) distributed on a global scale, and with no a priori sampling 621 

strategy, unlike dedicated field campaigns. 622 

 623 

In order to help studying and analyzing such a large data set of in situ observations, we developed a system that 624 

allows quantifying the origin of trace gases both in terms of geographical location as well as source type. The 625 

SOFT-IO module (https://doi.org/10.25326/2) is based on the FLEXPART particle dispersion model that is run 626 

backward from each trace gas observation, and on different emission inventories (EDGAR v4.2, MACCity, 627 

GFED 4, GFAS v1.2) than can be easily changed.  628 

  629 

The main advantages of the SOFT-IO module are: 630 

• Its flexibility. Source-receptor relationships pre-calculated with the FLEXPART particle dispersion 631 

model can be coupled easily with different emission inventories, allowing each user to select model 632 

results based on a range of different available emission inventories.  633 

• CO calculation, which is computationally very efficient, can be repeated easily whenever updated 634 

emission information becomes available without running again the FLEXPART model. It can also be 635 

extended to a larger number of emission datasets, particularly when new inventories become available, 636 

or for emission inventories inter-comparisons. It can also be extended to other species with similar or 637 

longer lifetime as CO to study other type of pollution sources. 638 

• High sensitivity of the SOFT-IO CO mixing ratios to source choice for very specific regions and case 639 

studies, especially in the LT most of the time driven by local or regional emissions, may also help 640 

improving emission inventories estimates through evaluation with a large database such as IAGOS one. 641 

Indeed as it is based on a Lagrangian dispersion model, the tool presented here is able to reproduce 642 

small-scale variations, which facilitates comparison to in situ observations. It can then be used to 643 

validate emission inventories by confronting them to downwind observations of the atmospheric 644 

composition, using large database of in situ observations of recent pollution. 645 

• More generally SOFT-IO can be used in the future for any kind of atmospheric observations (e.g. 646 

ground based measurements, satellite instruments, aircraft campaigns) of passive tracers.  647 

 648 

In this study SOFT-IO is applied to all IAGOS CO observations, using ECMWF operational meteorological 649 

analysis and 3-hour forecast fields and inventories of anthropogenic and biomass burning emissions available on 650 

the ECCAD portal. SOFT-IO outputs are evaluated first at the examples of case studies of anthropogenic and 651 

biomass burning pollution events. The evaluation is then extended statistically, for the entire 2003-2013 period, 652 

over 14 regions and 3 vertical layers of the troposphere. 653 

 654 

The main results are the following: 655 
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• By calculating the contributions of recent emissions to the CO mixing ratio along the flight tracks, 656 

SOFT-IO identifies the source regions responsible for the observed pollution events, and is able to 657 

attribute such plumes to anthropogenic and/or biomass burning emissions. 658 

•  On average, SOFT-IO detects 95% of all observed CO plumes. In certain regions, detection frequency 659 

reaches almost 100%. 660 

• SOFT-IO gives a good estimation of the CO mixing ratio enhancements for the majority of the regions 661 

and the vertical layers. In majority, the CO contribution is reproduced with a mean bias lower than 10-662 

15 ppb, except for the measurements in the LT of Central and South Asia and in the UT of North Asia 663 

where emission inventories seems to be less accurate.  664 

• CO anomalies calculated by SOFT-IO are very close to observations in the LT and UT where most of 665 

the IAGOS data are recorded. Agreement is lower in the MT, possibly because of numerous thinner 666 

plumes of lower intensity (maybe linked to the methodology of the plume selection). 667 

• SOFT-IO has less skill in modeling CO in extreme plume enhancements with biases higher than 50 ppb.  668 

 669 

In its current version, SOFT-IO is limited by different parameters, such as inherent parameterization of the 670 

Lagrangian model, but also by input of external parameters such as meteorological field analysis and emission 671 

inventories. Sensitivity analyses were then performed using different meteorological analysis and emissions 672 

inventories, and are summarized as follow: 673 

• Model results were not very sensitive to the resolution of the meteorological input data. Increasing the 674 

resolution from 1 deg to 0.5 deg resulted only in minor improvements. On the other hand, using 675 

operational meteorological analysis allowed more accurate simulations than using ERA-Interim 676 

reanalysis data, perhaps related to the better vertical resolution of the former. 677 

• Concerning anthropogenic emissions sensitivity tests, results display regional differences depending on 678 

the emission inventory choice. Slightly better results are obtained using MACCity.  679 

• Model results were not sensitive to biomass burning global inventories, with good results using either 680 

GFED 4 or GFAS v1.2. However, a regional emission inventory shows better results for few individual 681 

cases with high CO enhancements. There is a low sensitivity to parameterizing the altitude of fire 682 

emission injection, probably because events of fires injected outside of the PBL are rare or because 683 

IAGOS does not frequently sample of such events 684 

 685 

Using such CO calculations and partitioning makes it possible to link the trends in the atmospheric composition 686 

with changes in the transport pathways and/or changes of the emissions.  687 

SOFT-IO products will be made available through the IAGOS central database (http://iagos.sedoo.fr/#L4Place) 688 

and are part of the ancillary products (https://doi.org/10.25326/3) 689 

 690 
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 902 

 903 
 904 

Date Take-off Landing Used for choosing 
10 March 2002 Frankfurt Denver Anthropogenic emission 

inventories 
27 November 2002 Dallas Frankfurt Anthropogenic emission 

inventories 
4 June 2003 Tokyo Vienna Fire injection heights (pyro-

convection) 
6 August 2003 Boston Frankfurt Fire injection heights 
9 August 2003 Dubai Frankfurt Fire injection heights 
10 August 2003 Frankfurt Dallas Fire injection heights 
29 June 2004 Caracas Frankfurt Fire injection heights (pyro-

convection) 
30 June 2004 Frankfurt Washington Fire injection heights (pyro-

convection) 
Fire inventories 

22 July 2004 Frankfurt Atlanta Fire injection heights (pyro-
convection) 
Fire inventories 

22 July 2004 Douala Paris Fire injection heights 
(pyro-convection) 
Fire inventories 

23 July 2004 Frankfurt Atlanta Fire injection heights (pyro-
convection) 
Fire inventories 

19 July 2005 München Hong Kong Anthropogenic emission 
inventories 

22 October 2005 München Hong Kong Anthropogenic emission 
inventories 

30 July 2008 Windhoek Frankfurt Fire injection heights 
Fire emission inventories 

31 July 2008 Frankfurt Windhoek Fire injection heights 
Fire emission inventories 

Table 1: Case studies used to define model settings. Cases studies discussed in the manuscript are in bold 905 
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 920 
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Inventory Temporal 
coverage 

Horizontal 
resolution 

Temporal 
resolution 

Reference 

 Anthropogenic emissions 
MACCity 1960 – 2014 + 0.5° x 0.5° Monthly Lamarque et al., 2010; 

Granier et al. (2011) 
EDGAR v4.2 1970 - 2008 0.5° x 0.5° Yearly Janssens-Maenhout et al. 

(2010) 
 Biomass Burning emissions 
GFED 4 1997 – 2017+ 0.5° x 0.5° Daily Giglio et al. (2013) 
GFAS v1.0 2002 0.5° x 0.5° Daily  
GFAS v1.2 2003 – 2017 + 0.1° x 0.1° Daily Kaiser et al. (2012) 
ICARTT 2004 1° x 1° Daily Turquety et al. (2007) 
Table 2: List of emission inventories used in this study. 921 
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Flight IAGOS 
anomaly 

IAGOS 
std 

MACCity 
anomaly 

MACCity 
std 

EDGAR 
anomaly 

EDGAR 
std 

Anomaly 
altitude 

10 March 
2002 
Frankfurt – 
Denver 

16.8 8.7 20.2 6.9 12.8 5.1 UT 

27 
November 
2002 
Dallas – 
Frankfurt 

28.0 8.6 20.0 8.0 16.4 7.4 UT 

19 July 
2005 
München - 
Hong Kong 

130.1 97.8 45.8 9.7 34.6 7.7 PBL 

22 October 
2005 
München - 
Hong Kong 

157.9 105.1 170.7 109.8 103.9 62.0 PBL 

Table 3. Summary of the averaged observed and simulated anomaly and corresponding averaged standard deviation 958 
(std) (in ppb) determined for representing anthropogenic emissions for different case studies (using GFAS v1.2 for 959 
biomass burning emissions). Altitude of the anomaly is indicated: boundary layer (PBL); middle troposphere (MT); 960 
upper troposphere (UT) 961 
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Flight IAGOS 
anomaly 

IAGOS 
std 

GFAS 
v1.2 

anomaly 

GFAS 
v1.2 
std 

GFED4 
anomaly 

GFED4 
std 

ICARTT 
anomaly 

ICARTT 
std 

Anomaly 
altitude 

29 June 2004 
Caracas - 
Frankfurt 

32.6 33.2 44.4 2.4 43.0 2.3 43.6 2.4 PBL 

30 June 2004 
Frankfurt - 
Washington 

52.5 34.0 36.6 9.1 25.4 6.6 23.5 5.9 MT 

22 July 2004 
Frankfurt - 
Atlanta 

87.0 35.0 42.8 17.6 45.8 18.9 39.7 15.7 MT 

22 July 2004 
Douala - 
Paris 

117.1 24.2 43.5 20.0 55.0 27.2 72.4 42.3 MT 

23 July 2004 
Frankfurt - 
Atlanta 

78.9 45.4 34.7 22.4 45.3 32.8 46.0 35.9 MT 

30 July 2008 
Windhoek - 
Frankfurt 

72.9 41.9 33.0 19.2 42.8 26.0 N/A N/A UT 

31 July 2008 
Frankfurt - 
Windhoek 

38.3 32.0 28.1 10.8 34.0 12.8 N/A N/A UT 

Table 4. Summary of the averaged observed and simulated anomaly and corresponding averaged standard deviation 989 
(std) (in ppb) determined for representing biomass burning emissions for different case studies (using MACCity for 990 
anthropogenic emissions). Altitude of the anomaly is indicated: boundary layer (PBL); middle troposphere (MT); 991 
upper troposphere (UT). Note that the ICARTT inventory is only available for summer 2004. 992 
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1010 
Figure 1 : Map showing all flights performed by the IAGOS program1011 
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: Map showing all flights performed by the IAGOS program 
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 1036 
Figure 2: Injection profiles used for biomass burning emissions for different regions (Tropics, Mid-latitudes, Boreal)  1037 
in the MIXED methodology. 1038 
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a)   1051 

b)  1052 

Figure 3: Methodology used to extract CO anomalies along the flight track for (a) the cruise part of the flight and 1053 
(b) during take off and landing. Further details are given in section 3.4. 1054 

 1055 



 

1056 
Figure 4: Map of the defined regions used to sort IAGOS CO anomalies1057 
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Figure 4: Map of the defined regions used to sort IAGOS CO anomalies 
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a)   1067 

b)   1068 

c)    1069 
Figure 5: (a) Carbon monoxide profiles over Hong Kong during a MOZAIC-IAGOS flight landing on 22 October 1070 
2005. The black line indicates the observed CO profile while the blue line indicates the CO background deduced from 1071 
the observations. Green and yellow lines indicate the simulated CO contributions using respectively MACCity and 1072 
EDGARv4.2 for anthropogenic emissions, and using GFAS v1.2 for biomass burning emissions. Simulated CO is 1073 
separated in (b) sources contribution (anthropogenic in blue, fires in red, standard deviation in black) and in (c) 1074 
regional anthropogenic origins (14 regions defined for global emission inventory, 1075 
http://www.globalfiredata.org/data.html , see Fig. S1; unshaded red square is for fire contribution), using MACCity 1076 
and GFASv1.2. 1077 

 1078 
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a)     1079 

b)    1080 

c)    1081 

Figure 6: (a) Carbon monoxide zonal profile during the 10 March 2002 MOZAIC-IAGOS flight from Frankfur t to 1082 
Denver. The black line indicates the observed CO while the blue line indicates CO seasonal background in the UT 1083 
deduced from the IAGOS data set. Light green and yellow lines indicate the simulated contributions using 1084 
respectively MACCity and EDGARv4.2 for anthropogenic emissions, and GFAS v1.0 for biomass burning emissions. 1085 
Dark green represents potential vorticity (pvu) from ECMWF analyses. Simulated CO is separated in (b) sources 1086 
contribution (anthropogenic in blue, fires in red, standard deviation in black) and in (c) regional anthropogenic 1087 
origins (14 regions defined for global emission inventory, http://www.globalfiredata.org/data.html, see Fig. S1; 1088 
unshaded red square is for fire contribution), using MACCity and GFASv1.0. 1089 
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 1090 

 1091 

 1092 

 1093 

 1094 

 1095 

a)     1096 

b)    1097 

c)    1098 
Figure 7 : (a) Carbon monoxide profiles over Paris during a MOZAIC-IAGOS flight landing on 22 July 2004. The 1099 
black line indicates the observed CO profile and the blue line indicates CO background deduced from the 1100 
observations. Green, yellow and red lines indicate the simulated contributions using respectively GFASv1.2, GFED4 1101 
and ICARTT for biomass burning emissions, with MACCity for anthropogenic emissions. Simulated CO is separated 1102 
in (b) sources contribution (anthropogenic in blue, fires in red, standard deviation in black) and in (c) regional 1103 
biomass burning origins (14 regions defined for global emission inventory, http://www.globalfiredata.org/data.html 1104 
see Fig. S1; unshaded blue square is for anthropogenic contribution), using MACCity and GFASv1.2. 1105 

 1106 
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a)    1107 

b)    1108 

c)    1109 
Figure 8: (a) Carbon monoxide as a function of latitude during the 30 July 2008 MOZAIC-IAGOS flight fr om 1110 
Windhoek to Frankfurt. The black line indicates the observed CO, the blue line indicates the CO seasonal 1111 
background deduced from the IAGOS data set and the dash-dotted line the residual CO mixing ratio. Light green and 1112 
yellow lines indicate the simulated contributions using MACCity for anthropogenic emissions, and respectively GFAS 1113 
v1.2 and GFED4 for biomass burning emissions. Dark green represents potential vorticity (pvu) from ECMWF 1114 
analyses. Simulated CO is separated in (b) sources contribution (anthropogenic in blue, fires in red, standard 1115 
deviation in black) and in (c) regional biomass burning origins (14 regions defined for global emission inventory, 1116 
http://www.globalfiredata.org/data.html , see Fig. S1; unshaded blue square is for anthropogenic contribution), using 1117 
MACCity and GFASv1.2. 1118 

 1119 
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  1120 

 1121 

 1122 

Figure 9: Frequency of plume detection (a) in different regions / altitudes / seasons using the MACCity and GFAS 1123 
v1.2 emission inventories during the 2003-2013 period. Biomass burning vertical injection uses APT methodology. 1124 
Altitude levels stand for LT=0-2km, MT=2-8km and UT=8km-tropopause. The numbers of the plumes observed in 1125 
each case are displayed in each box. 1126 
 1127 
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a)     1137 

b)    1138 

c)    1139 
Figure 10: (a) Mean bias (blue) and mean standard deviation bias (black) between the modeled and observed CO 1140 
anomalies ; (b) Percentiles of the modeled CO anomalies bias with respect to observations; (c) Relative contribution 1141 
from anthropogenic and biomass burning sources to the modeled CO. The three graphs are  for the main sampled 1142 
regions (Europe, North America, North Atlantic, North Asia, Central Asia, South America, Africa, South Asia) and in 1143 
three layers (LT, MT, UT), using MACCity and GFASv1.2 for the 2003-2013 period. Biomass burning vertical 1144 
injection uses APT methodology. 1145 
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a) b)  1146 

c) d)    1147 

e) f)  1148 
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Figure 11: Times series (monthly means between 2003 and 2013) of the observed (black) and simulated (blue) plumes 1149 
of CO enhancements for the two most documented regions (North America and Europe) in the LT (e & f), MT (c & d) 1150 
and UT (a & b), using MACCity and GFASv1.2. Standard deviations are in gray (observations) and light blue (SOFT-1151 
IO). Biomass burning vertical injection uses APT methodology.  1152 
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a)     1179 

b)    1180 

 1181 

 1182 
Figure 12: Comparison of the SOFT-IO anthropogenic emission influence between 2002 and 2008 (a) Taylor diagrams 1183 
are obtained for the different regions and in the three vertical layers (LT, MT and UT) using MACCity (dots) and 1184 
EDGARv4.2 (crosses) with GFAS (lines represent connexions between the two inventories) (b) Mean biases between 1185 
the modelled (blue for MACCity + GFAS; brown for EDGARv4.2 + GFAS) and observed CO anomalies. The MIXED 1186 
methodology is used for fire vertical injection 1187 

 1188 



 

a)1189 
  1190 

c) 1191 

 1192 

Figure 13: Comparison of the SOFT-IO biomass burning emission influence between 2003 and 2013. Taylor diagrams 1193 
are obtained for the different regions and in the three vertical layers (LT, MT 1194 
GFED4 (crosses) with MACCity and MIXED methodology for both GFASv1.2 and GFED41195 
connexions between the two inventories)1196 
methodologies: MIXED (dots), APT (plus) and DENTENER (crosses)1197 
inventories). Mean biases between modeled and observed CO anomalies. Model is using (b) GFASv1.2 + MACCity 1198 
(blue); GFED4 + MACCity (brown) and MIXED methodology for 1199 
MACCity and different vertical fire injections meth odologies: MIXED (blue); APT (green) and DENTENER (brown) 1200 
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b)

d)

IO biomass burning emission influence between 2003 and 2013. Taylor diagrams 
are obtained for the different regions and in the three vertical layers (LT, MT and UT) using (a) GFASv1.2 (dots) and 
GFED4 (crosses) with MACCity and MIXED methodology for both GFASv1.2 and GFED4
connexions between the two inventories); (c) GFASv1.2 and MACCity with different vertical fire injections 

IXED (dots), APT (plus) and DENTENER (crosses) (lines represent connexions between the two 
. Mean biases between modeled and observed CO anomalies. Model is using (b) GFASv1.2 + MACCity 

(blue); GFED4 + MACCity (brown) and MIXED methodology for both GFASv1.2 and GFED4;  (d) GFASv1.2 + 
MACCity and different vertical fire injections meth odologies: MIXED (blue); APT (green) and DENTENER (brown) 

bb)  

  

IO biomass burning emission influence between 2003 and 2013. Taylor diagrams 
and UT) using (a) GFASv1.2 (dots) and 

GFED4 (crosses) with MACCity and MIXED methodology for both GFASv1.2 and GFED4 (lines represent 
; (c) GFASv1.2 and MACCity with different vertical fire injections 

(lines represent connexions between the two 
. Mean biases between modeled and observed CO anomalies. Model is using (b) GFASv1.2 + MACCity 

both GFASv1.2 and GFED4;  (d) GFASv1.2 + 
MACCity and different vertical fire injections meth odologies: MIXED (blue); APT (green) and DENTENER (brown)  


